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For Immediate Release:

(WASHINGTON, D.C.) In a blockbuster new book, a former counsel to the U.S. Senate documents how charges of anti-Semitism are deployed to obscure treason by those who deceived the U.S. to wage war in Iraq.

In a richly textured account detailing multi-decade deception, Guilt By Association shows how agents for Israel fixed the intelligence that duped America to go to war in pursuit of Tel Aviv’s expansionist agenda. Charging treason, this attorney-author presents the case for convening grand juries to bring indictments against Israeli operatives inside successive administrations.

Former counsel to the U.S. Senate, author Jeff Gates offers a vigorous critique of the U.S.-Israeli relationship. The “New Anti-Semitism,” he charges, attacks anyone critical of Israel’s policies. Those smeared as anti-Semites include anti-Zionist Jews and even former president Jimmy Carter who aptly described Israel as an Apartheid state.

Yet Guilt cites official Israeli policies that are far more troublesome than institutionalized racism, Zionist chauvinism and fundamentalist Judaism. The author chronicles decades of systemic Israeli deceit deployed against the U.S. as a means to manipulate its military to wage wars to support the expansionist agenda of pro-Israeli elites and extremists.

Gates delivers on his promise to “make treason transparent” with a well documented chronicle that links Zionism to organized crime and to a hidden history of officially approved violence as a means to manipulate U.S. policy-makers. Anticipating he will be attacked as an anti-Semite for revealing facts confirming official Israeli duplicity, the author responds, “I welcome that charge as a means to identify those complicit in the
criminality described. The facts remain facts regardless of attempts to make me appear guilty by associating the facts with that toxic charge.”

A widely acclaimed author, attorney, investment banker, educator and consultant to government, corporate and union leaders worldwide, Jeff Gates’ previous books include Democracy at Risk: Rescuing Main Street From Wall Street and The Ownership Solution: Toward a Shared Capitalism for the 21st Century. Endorsers for these books include CEOs, heads of state, legislators, educators, commentators and Nobel laureates.

This book is available now. For more information or to order, go to www.criminalstate.com.

Guilt by Association: How Deception and Self-Deceit Took America to War is poised to become the first in a best-selling Criminal State series. (ISBN: 978-0-9821315-0-3; $27.95; 320 pages; 5½” x 8½”; perfect bound soft cover; State Street Publications).